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We give a sufficient condition for the validity of the implication lim T n x s 0nª`
« ` T n x converges, where T : X ª X is a bounded linear operator, X is ans 0
Banach space, and x g X. From this condition we derive the results given by other
authors. Moreover, we give some properties about the operators that verifies the
above implication, which are called Neumann operators. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
 . Let X be a complex Banach space and L X the set of all bounded
.  .linear operators defined in X with values in X. For T g L X we
consider the equation
x y Tx s y , 1.1 .
being x, y g X. The Fredholm integral equation and the Volterra integral
 .equation are examples of 1.1 . We choose x [ y and define x [ y q0 nq1
 .Tx . If the sequence x is convergent, or, equivalently, if the Neumannn n
series of T in y is
`
nT y 1.2 .
ns0
converges, then
`
nx [ lim x s T yn
nª` ns0
 .  .is a solution of 1.1 . Obviously, if the Neumann series 1.2 is convergent
then
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lim T n y s 0.
nª`
Several authors have studied the converse implication,
`
n nlim T y s 0 « T y converges. 1.3 .
nª` ns0
w xThe first result about this is due to Suzuki 11 , who proves that if T is a
 .compact operator then the implication 1.3 is true. However, it is useful to
 .  w x. w xconsider Eq. 1.1 for more general operators see 8 . Schulz 10 ex-
tended the theorem of Suzuki to operators which have some strictly
w xsingular or strictly cosingular power. Also Istratescu 6 has given some
 . w xsufficient conditions for the validity of the implication 1.3 . Zabreiko 13
 .has proved that 1.3 is true if and only if 1 does not belong to the
 n 4spectrum of the restriction of T to the subspace x g X : lim T x s 0
endowed with a certain norm, but this characterization is not very useful in
w xthe applications. Gonzalez and Onieva 4 proved that if I y T is a
 .chain-finite operator or an injective and closed range operator, then 1.3
w xis true, I being the identity operator on X. Finally Medkova 8 showed
that if the distance of T to the set of all compact operators is strictly less
 .than 1, then T verifies 1.3 .
 .  .If T g L X verifies 1.3 we said that T is a Neumann operator on X.
 .We denote by N X the class of all Neumann operators on X.
 .In this paper we give a sufficient condition for T g N X such that the
w xresults of 11, 10, 6, 4, 8 are particular cases of our sufficient condition.
 .Notations. In the following X will be a Banach space; L X , the class
5 5of all operators from X into X ; I, the identity operator of X ; T , the
 .  .  .  .norm; N T , the kernel; and R T , the range of T g L X . T g L X is
 .called injection if T is injective and has closed range; T g L X is called
 .surjection if R T s X. For M ; X a closed subspace, J : M ª X is theM
canonical inclusion.
2. NEUMANN OPERATORS
 .For any T g L X , we consider the following subsets of X :
C [ x g X : lim T n x s 0 , 5T
nª`
`
nS [ x g X : T x converges .T  5
ns0
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It is easy prove that both subsets are linear subspaces of X. Obviously
S ; C .T T
 .DEFINITION 2.1. T g L X is called a Neumann operator on X if it
verifies
`
n nlim T x s 0 « T x converges,
nª` ns0
 .where x g X ; that is, if C ; S . Denote by N X the class of allT T
Neumann operators on X.
The identity operator I and the null operator 0 are simple examples of
Neumann operators. Every projection T is also a Neumann operator and
 .verifies that S s C s N T .T T
In the following proposition we give a lot of results about the subspaces
C and S .T T
w x  .PROPOSITION 2.2 4 . Let T g L X .
 . ` n1. x g C and I y T x s z m z g S and  T z s x.T T ns0
 .2. S s I y T C .T T
w .k x  43. C l N I y T s 0 for k s 1, 2, 3, . . . .T
k4. C ; R I y T for k s 1, 2, 3, . . . . .T
 .  .Proof. 1 and 2 are immediate. For the sake of completeness we give
 .  .the proof of 3 and 4 .
 .3 Let us proceed by induction on k. If k s 1, it is clear. Let
w .k xx g C l N I y T . We obtainT
k k ky1x g N I y T « I y T x s 0 « I y T x g N I y T .  .  .  .
and
ky1 ky1n n nx g C « lim T x s 0 « lim I y T T x s lim T I y T x s 0 .  .T
ky1« I y T x g C . . T
Hence,
ky1  4I y T x g C l N I y T s 0 .  .T
and, consequently,
ky1  4x g C l N I y T s 0 . .T
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 .4 If k s 1 and x g C , thenT
n
nq1 kx y T x s I y T T x ; . 
ks0
hence, C ; R I y T . Assume .T
ky1C ; R I y T . .T
Note that for n s 0, 1, 2, . . . we have that
ky1 ky1nT R I y T ; R I y T ; .  .
hence,
ky1 ky1nT R I y T ; R I y T . .  . /
ky1nLet x g C . Then we obtain T x g R I y T . Hence, .T
my1
ky1nT x g R I y T , .
ns0
for m s 1, 2, 3, . . . , and consequently,
my1
ky1 km nx y T x s I y T T x g I y T R I y T ; R I y T ; .  .  .  .
ns0
khence, x g R I y T . .
In the following proposition we give a simple sufficient condition for
 .T g N X .
 .PROPOSITION 2.3. Let T g L X . Then S s C ; hence S closed « TT T T
 .g N X .
Proof. It is sufficient prove that C ; S . Let x g C . From Proposi-T T T
 . ` ntion 2.2 1 it follows that z s x y Tx g S and x s  T z. Because ofT ns0
nT z g S , for n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , we obtain x g S .T T
The requirement C closed is related with certain boundedness prop-T
 .erty: Recall that T g L X is said a power-bounded operator if there exists
5 n 5r ) 0 such that T - r for n s 1, 2, 3, . . . . It is verified that C is closedT
if and only if the restriction of T to C is a power bounded operator.T
 .The class N X does not have good algebraic properties; it is not stable
 .under sums, scalar multiples, or products. Consider the operator T g L l2
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defined by
T j , j , j , . . . [ j , j , j , . . . .  .1 2 3 2 3 4
1 .  .  .see Example 2.7 . We have that T f N l , but S [ T g N l , since2 22
5 5  .  .  .S - 1. Hence S q S f N l , 2S f N l , and 2 IS f N l . However,2 2 2
 . k  .  . the class N X verifies that if T g N X , then T g N X see Proposi-
.tion 2.5 .
 .PROPOSITION 2.4. Let T g L X . The following assertions hold for k s
2, 3, . . . :
1. C k s C .T T
2. S k ; S .T T
 . nkk kProof. 1 It is obvious that C ; C . Let x g C . Because lim T xT T T
s 0 it follows that the sequences
T nkq1 x , . . . , T nkqky1 x .  .
are null sequences. Hence lim T n x s 0; that is, x g C .T
 . ` k nk2 Let x g S . From  T x convergent we obtain the conver-T ns0
gence of the series
` `
nkq1 nkqky1T x , . . . , T x . 
ns0 ns0
` nConsequently  T x converges; hence x g S .ns0 T
 . k  .COROLLARY 2.5. Let T g L X . If T g N X , for some k s 2, 3, . . . ,
 .then T g N X .
In general the reciprocal of Corollary 2.5 is not true.
 .EXAMPLE 2.6. Let T g L l be defined by2
T j , j , j , . . . [ j , j , j , . . . . .  .1 2 3 2 3 4
 .Then we obtain C s l , S s R I y T / l , andT 2 T 2
S 2 s R I y T 2 s R I y T l R I q T ; .  .  .T
hence, the subspace S and S 2 are different.T T
 .EXAMPLE 2.7. Let T g L l be defined by2
T j , j , j , . . . [ a j , a j , a j , . . . , .  .1 2 3 1 1 2 2 3 3
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 .where a is a sequence such thatn
;n g N, 0 - ya - 1, a ª y1 n ª ` . .n n
 .  . It is verified that 1 f s T and C s l ; hence S s I y T C s I yT 2 T T
.  .  2 . 2T l s l . Hence T g N l . On the other hand, 1 g s T ; hence S s2 2 2 T
 2 .  2 . 2  .2I y T C s I y T l / l . Consequently, T f N l .T 2 2 2
3. A SUFFICIENT CONDITION
 .In the following theorem, we give a sufficient condition for T g N X ,
from which we derive the results previously obtained by other authors. It is
the main result of this paper.
 .THEOREM 3.1. Let T g L X . If there exists a nonnegati¨ e integer k such
w .k x w .k xthat R I y T is closed and the restriction of I y T to R I y T is an
injection, then T is a Neumann operator on X.
Proof. We denote
A [ I y T .
Note that the range of Akq1 is closed, because the restriction of A to
 k . w  k .x  kq1.R A is an injection and A R A s R A ; that is, A is an isomor-
 k .  kq1.phism between R A and R A .
 .  kq1.From the Proposition 2.2 4 we obtain C ; R A . For x g C weT T
have that
Tx s I y A x s x y Ax g R Akq1 q R Akq2 s R Akq1 , .  .  .  .
and, similarly, for n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , we obtain
T n x g R Akq1 . .
 n .  kq1. nHence, T x ; R A and lim T x s 0. There exists y g X such that
x s Akq1 y.
Hence,
T n x s T nAkq1 y s AT nAk y ª 0 n ª ` . .
 k .  kq1.From A isomorphism between R A and R A it follows that
lim T nAk y s 0; hence,
Ak y g C .T
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Consequently,
x s Akq1 y s AAk y g AC s S .T T
This completes the proof.
Now we derive from Theorem 3.1 the results of several authors. Recall
 .that A g L X is a chain-finite operator if there exists a nonnegative
 k .  kq1.  k .  kq1.integer k such that N A s N A and R A s R A .
w x  .COROLLARY 3.2 4 . Let T g L X . If I y T is a chain-finite operator,
then T is a Neumann operator
Proof. We denote
A [ I y T .
If A is a chain-finite operator, then
X s N Ak [ R Ak .  .
w x  k .for some k s 1, 2, . . . , 5, Proposition 38.4 . Hence we have that R A is
 k .  kq1.kclosed and AJ is an isomorphism between R A and R A sR A .
 k .R A . From Theorem 3.1 it follows that T is a Neumann operator.
w x  .COROLLARY 3.3 4 . Let T g L X . If I y T is an injection, then T is a
Neumann operator.
Proof. It is enough take k s 0 in Theorem 3.1.
The following example shows that Theorem 3.1 can be applied to
operators T such that I y T is not a chain-finite operator and I y T is
not an injection.
EXAMPLE 3.4. Consider the operator
A: c [ c ª c [ c ,0 0 0 0
defined as
A x , y [ 0, x , x , . . . , 0 , .  .  .  . .  .n n 1 2
 .  .where 0 s 0, 0, . . . . It is clear that A is not injective; hence, A is not an
injection. Moreover, A is not a chain-finite operator, because
R Ak s 0, 0, . . . , 0k . , x , x , . . . , 0 : x g c ; .  .  . 4 . .1 2 n 0
 k .  kq1.  k .hence R A / R A for k s 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . However, R A is closed
 k .  kq1.for k s 1, 2, 3, . . . and A is an isomorphism from R A into R A .
From Theorem 3.1 it follows that T [ I y A is a Neumann operator.
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 .We denote by Co X the class of all compact operators on X. The
 .essential norm of T g L X is defined
5 5 5 5T [ inf T y K : K g Co X ; 4 .e
5 5  .that is, T is the norm of T q Co X in the Calkin algebrae
 .  .L X rCo X . The radius of the essential spectrum of T is
5 n 51r nr T [ lim T . . ee
 .  .Recall that T g L X is a Riesz operator if r T s 0. Gonzalez ande
w xOnieva 4 proved that every Riesz operator is a Neumann operator. We
 .give a most general result. An operator T g L X is called quasi-Riesz if
 .r T - 1.e
 .PROPOSITION 3.5. Let T g L X . If T is a quasi-Riesz operator, then T is
a Neumann operator.
5 n 5Proof. There exists a positive integer n such that T - 1; hencee
w xI y T is a chain-finite operator 9, 26.4.4, 26.4.5 . From Corollary 3.2 we
obtain that T is a Neumann operator.
w xFrom the above proposition we derive the theorems of Suzuki 11 and
w xof Medkova 8 .
w x  .  .COROLLARY 3.6. 1 11 . Co X ; N X .
w x  . 5 5  .2 8 . Let T g L X . If T - 1, then T g N X .e
w x  .Also we obtain the results of Schulz 10 . Recall that T g L X is a
 .strictly singular operator, denoted by T g SS X , if
TJ injection « dim M - `, .M
 .where J : M ª X is the canonical inclusion. Analogously, T g L X isM
 .called a strictly cosingular operator, denoted by T g SC X , if
Q T surjection « dim XrU - `, .U
where U ; X is a closed subspace and Q : X ª XrU is the quotient map.U
n  .  .  .If for some n s 1, 2, . . . , T g SS X j SC X , then r T - 1. We ob-e
tain the following result.
w x  . nCOROLLARY 3.7 10 . Let T g L X . If for some n s 1, 2, . . . , T g
 .  .  .SS X j SC X , then T g N X .
w xFinally our aim is to prove that the result of Istratescu 6 is a particular
case of Theorem 3.1; for that we are going to introduce some definitions.
 .Recall that the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness a D of a bounded
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subset D ; X is the infimum of the « ) 0 such that D admits a finite
 .cover by sets of diameter less than « . An operator T g L X is called an
 .a-contraction, denoted by T g C X , if there exists « - 1 such that fora
 .  . p  .any bounded subset D ; X it is verifies a TD F «a D . If T g C X ,a
for some p s 1, 2, . . . , we said that T is a power a-contraction, denoted by
 .T g PC X .a
 .PROPOSITION 3.8. PC X is the class of all quasi-Riesz operators on X.a
 . w xProof. Let T g L X . In 2, Definition I.2.7 , the following quantity is
considered:
a T [ inf « ) 0: ;D ; X bounded, a T D F «a D . 4 .  .  . .
 .  .  n.  .nIt is clear that T g C X « a T - 1. It is verified that a T F a Ta
w xfor n s 1, 2, . . . 2, Lemma I.2.8 and
1rnnr T s lim a T .  .e
nª`
w x2, Corollary I.4.9 . Consequently, there exists p s 1, 2, . . . such that
p  .  .T g C X if and only if r T - 1; that is, if and only if T is aa e
quasi-Riesz operator.
 .  .COROLLARY 3.9. PC X ; N X .a
w x  .Istratescu 6, 7 introduced a new concept: T g L X is called a locally
 .power a-contraction, denoted by T g LPC X , if there is « - 1 such thata
for each bounded subset D ; X, there exists p s 1, 2, . . . such that
 p .  . w x  .  .a T D F «a D . In 6, Theorem 3 is proved that LPC X ; N X .a
 .  .We will write an alternative proof by showing that LPC X s PC X .a a
 .  .PROPOSITION 3.10. LPC X s PC X .a a
 .  .Proof. Only it is necessary prove that LPC X ; PC X . Let T ga a
 . < <LPC X . For every complex number l, l G 1, and for any boundeda
 .  .sequence x ; X, if the sequence y is convergent, wheren n
y [ I y lT x , .n n
 . w xthen x has a convergent subsequence 7, Theorem 2.18.57 . This condi-n
 .tion characterizes to the class SF X of upper semi-Fredholm operatorsq
  . . w xR A is closed and has a finite dimensional kernel 3, Theorem 3.3 ; that
< <is, I y lT is a upper semi-Fredholm operator, for any l such that l G 1.
w xIn 2, p. 40 it is shown that
< <r T s max l : lI y T f SF X ; 4 .  .e q
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 .  .hence r T - 1. Consequently T g PC X .e a
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